
Indexical beliefs without non-classical contents

In my paper I will argue for three claims: (i) that it is possible to have an
adequate analysis of indexical (de se, de hic, de nunc) beliefs without com-
mitment to non-classical contents, (ii) that the analysis in question can be
reconciled with the non-structural view on propositions, (iii) that it can be
neatly generalized to cover the problematic cases of ”referentially dissimilar”
beliefs.

My point of departure is the analysis of de re beliefs (and de re belief sen-
tences) proposed in the seminal 1968 paper of David Kaplan (”Quantifying
in”, Synthese 19, 1968). Within Kaplan’s approach we identify proposi-
tional contents with structures composed of various semantically evaluable
components. If a certain component of a propositional content meets certain
additional conditions (the conditions of vividness, ofness and denoting), then
we call it ”a representation (of something for someone)”. If the predicate ”R
(x, y, z)” abbreviates ”x is a representation of y to z”, ”B” represents the
belief relation, and the symbols ”+(...)+” represents a proposition or a com-
plex representational quasi-linguistic structure (as Kaplan prefers), we can
say that person a has a de re belief about b if and only if:

There is an α: R(α, b, a) and a B + α ....+

Thus, the concept of de re belief receives analysis in terms of representa-
tion relation and agent’s attitude towards (possibly classical) propositional
content containing as an constituent the argument of such relation.

I will argue that Kaplan’s analysis can be extended to cover cases of in-
dexical beliefs. In order to achieve this goal we need to ’experiment’ with
additional conditions that the relation of representation might satisfy. First
modification that naturally comes to the mind concerns the uniqueness of
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certain representations, i.e. the possibility that certain representations do
not only denote, are vivid and are of something, but that they uniquely rep-
resent certain objects (this, in the case of first-person thoughts, reminds of
well know remark of Frege: ”(...) everyone is presented to himself in a special
and primitive way, in which he is presented to no one else.”). This suggest
the following definition:

α is the unique representation of x to y iff α represents x to y and for
each β, if β represents x to y, then β = α

de se beliefs receive the following analysis (in terms of de re and, even-
tually, de dicto beliefs):

There is an α: R(α, b, a) and a B + α ....+ and α is the unique represen-
tation of a to a

If our aim is to represent also the cases of de hic and de nunc beliefs,
another extension of original Kaplan’s idea is required: we need to supple-
ment the representation relation with additional contextual arguments aimed
at representing time and location of the subject of representation. Thus the
simpler concept ”x is a representation of y to z” is replaced with slightly more
complicated ”x is a representation of y to z at the time t and the location
p”. de nunc beliefs receive an analysis in terms of unique representations of
the contextually given time:

There is an α: R(α, b, a, t, p) and a B + α ....+ and α is the unique
representation of t to a

while de hic beliefs are analyzed in terms of unique representations of
contextually given location:

There is an α: R(α, b, a, t, p) and a B + α ....+ and α is the unique
representation of p to a

(this precludes, of course, the possibility of other de re representations
of contextually given times and locations). This parsimonious conceptual
framework allows analysis of indexical beliefs that makes no appeal to non-
classical propositions. It suggests rather that one ought to look for the solu-
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tion of the problems of indexical beliefs within the domain of constituents of
propositions (representations) and their properties.

In the author’s opinion, the main challenge for the sketched analysis re-
sults from its commitment to structural contents, i.e. the fact that the special
quotation device employed by Kaplan (our: ”+...+”) is used to refer to struc-
tured propositional representations. Now, although there are well-known
benefits connected with structured contents, the whole idea of structured
content has an obvious defect: it can be shown that it is inconsistent (one
can make use of, for example, Patrick Grim’s argument to show this, see:
”There is no Set of all Truths”, Analysis 44, 1984). Thus, there is an urgent
need to show that the approach can be reconciled with the non-structural
account of propositional contents. In order to achieve this goal a special
concept of a set of possible worlds with singled out elements is introduced
(hence modified definition of the proposition states that propositions are set
of worlds with singled out elements). I define also two additional concepts:
that of exemplification (i.e. the the relation linking properties-types with
their exemplifications [properties-tokens]) and that of involvement (i.e. the
relation linking representations with a particular belief-token consisting in
the fact that they are involved in the belief-token in question). Within this
conceptual framework one can describe beliefs as relations to non-structural
propositions (with singled out elements) involving the specific representa-
tions.

Finally, I will consider the case of ”referentially dissimilar beliefs” (to use
Stephen Stich’s phrase): beliefs that originate in the mistake, and - in result
- are so radically different from any belief we could possibly have, that no ad-
equate content description (of the beliefs in question) seems to be available.
Stich (see: From Folk Psychology to Cognitive Science, 1983, pp. 145-146)
uses here an example of Mr. Binh who acquires the name ”Jefferson” in a
series of events without noticing that on each occasion the name was either
used to refer to a different person or lacked reference at all (in one case he
reads something about Thomas Jefferson, in another he mishears someone
using the name ”Feferman”, and in yet another he is unaware that the con-
versation concerned the fictional character of some TV series: a person who
built dry cleaning empire). Now, Stich asks about the exact content of Binh’s
belief responsible for his utterance of (for example): ”Jefferson was a brilliant
logician, a statesman and a person who built a dry cleaning empire” (note
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that our utterance, ”Binh believes that Jefferson was a brilliant logician, a
statesman and a person who built a dry cleaning empire” is not an adequate
description of Binh’s belief state). I will argue that one can describe the belief
state of such person by relaxing conditions put on representations and by ex-
tending Kaplan’s analysis of belief sentences in a way that allows to capture
empty, ambiguous and incomplete representations. First of all: employing
such representation opens the possibility of considering a hypothetical situa-
tion in which someone acquires ambiguous/empty/incomplete representation
through the infelicitous act of reference ”fixing” which involves the use of im-
proper description (being a conglomerate of several descriptions that may be
individually correctly used in the process of fixing the reference of certain ex-
pression of our language). Second of all: it allows us to think of the content
of such beliefs as containing ambiguous/empty/incomplete representations
analogous to the one we could have acquired trough the infelicitous act of
reference ”fixing” which involves an improper description.

To sum up: the original Kaplan’s idea seems to provide a powerful concep-
tual tool that can be employed in the analysis of indexcial and referentially
dissimilar beliefs. It can be also reconciled both with structural and non-
structural accounts of propositional content. It seems that all of this can
be achieved without any commitment to incomplete, centered or relativized
propositions.
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